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Start Close
16/02/2016 3/03/2016 internal : 23/12/15 - 15/1/16

bus stop 
relocation - 
opposite side, 
further away

because the school buses have certain routes they 
follow, to relocate the bus stops to the other side 
would force the buses to u-turn somewhere on the 
street, which would cause traffic blockage and 
potentially property damage as the road carriage 
width is limited.  And the bus stop needs to stay in 
relevant proximity for the school use

blocking 
driveways/access
ways

the bus drivers are likely to stay with the buses 
while parked at the bus stop; also in most times the 
driveways/accessways will be kept clear and extra 
space is needed the drivers can accommodate 
upon request

Strongly Oppose 10
Oppose 0
Neutral 0
Support 3
Strongly Support 1

14
Consultation Feedback

No. Subdivision Name of Consultee Address Phone Email Date Received Channel Position What aspects of the proposal do you like, and 
why? What aspects of the proposal would you change, and why? Do you have any other comments or concerns about the proposal? Additional Action / Outcome

Residents/ Businesses   24-Feb Post and phone Support Removal of bus stop outside 73/75 Alberton Ave. 
This will allow clear visibility for vehicles turning 
from Alexis Ave into Alberton. It will also be safer 
for students crossing ath the zebra crossing after 
and before school. Currently buses at this stop 
block visibility and make the crossing dangerous.

As above (perhaps referring to a note stating "but not the new 'no parking lines'"). However we do not support the new no stopping line outside of 73/75 
Alberton Ave. This does not need to be permanent as is only required 8-
9am and 3-4pm. This will greatly impact on parking space required for 
weekend/pools/personal use. Cars do not block visibility. Buses do.

also called to discuss the new no-stopping lines 
and ask if they could be timed instead of 
permanent. email in response: Hi
 
We spoke on the phone a few days ago about the 
proposal near your property of  Alberton Avenue. 
 
I’ve spoken with the engineer, and unfortunately the 
proposed broken yellow lines outside No. 75 
Alberton Avenue could not be replaced with time-
sensitive No-stopping restrictions. These broken 
yellow lines are necessary to ensure visibility 
around the zebra crossing, which could be used at 
any time. 
 
However, you would be able to park at the 
proposed bus stop (i.e. outside #65, 67, and 69) 
outside of the operating hours. 
 
I hope this answers your question, feel free to 
contact me if you have any more questions. 
 
Kind Regards

24-Feb Post Support Better safety for students. change the length of the bus stops Yes, Between 3-3:30pm it is almost 
impossible to use the driveway at  as I'm 'jammed' (?) in by 2 bus 
stops. Some has to be done about this ongoing problem!

3-Mar surveymonkey Strongly Oppose The bus stops should be located on the opposite side of the road, where the existing car parking bays are currently marked (outside the pool and heading up Alberton Ave toward 
the school gate).  This ensures a much safer environment for pedestrians and cars as there are no residential driveways with frequent entering and exiting of vehicles.

Currently bus drivers leave their buses (which can arrive anytime from 2.30 pm) 
unattended for long periods of time. If they have not parked properly (exactly)  in the 
marked zones which is often an issue with current drivers then they frequently block 
access to residential driveways until the drivers can be located to move the buses!  The 
current situation at the school crossing is very tightly managed by a school teacher, often 
2 teachers, who are highly visible and control traffic allowing for safety at the pedestrian 
crossing. While the issue of the current bus stop impeding the view of the crossing needs 
to be reviewed, the proposal seeks to put in place additional hazards involving both cars 
and pedestrians for the length of the new continuous bus stop.   When the proposed bus 
stop is busy we have no confidence that buses will not park in such a fashion as to block 
or partially block residential driveways, given the length of the proposed bus bays between 
the houses is not sufficient to allow for the driveways to remain clear. This causes access 
issues when we turn into our residential driveways, as well as safety concerns when 
pulling out to join traffic on Alberton ave.  If there are buses parked either side of our 
driveway then how can residential drivers assess safety to pull out to the road - the current 
situation with a bus parked uphill from our driveway is very unsafe as there is no visibility 
of oncoming cars coming down the road when exiting the driveway. If the proposed new 
bus bay to the other side of our driveway is also implemented then we will not have 
visibility in either direction. We are extremely concerned about the potential for accidents 
pulling out of our driveway.   In the same scenario (buses both sides) of our driveway 
access),  we are also very concerned about the limited (none) visibility of pedestrians on 
the footpath behind the buses as we pull INTO our driveway, we can not see the kids and 
they will not be looking for us. We think this is extremely unsafe.   We leave our property 
most days to collect from primary school around 2.45 pm. There are also 2 other families 
with small primary school children at numbers 73 and 69. Therefore at the rush hour of 
end of school day, we are all exiting and arriving back in our driveways at the very time 
that there will be heavy bus presence. Again if safety is paramount then the opposite side 
of the road is the obvious option.   

3-Mar surveymonkey Strongly Oppose
No.

Move the stop to in the school.  We don't want bus  stop outside our house.  How will we get in or out?  Already my son has to leave late or early because of school traffic.

3-Mar surveymonkey Strongly Oppose

Removing the existing bus stop outside 75 Alberton Ave, as it 
is not necessary to have a permanent bus stop anywhere on 
Alberton Avenue.

There is currently no accessibility, visibility or safety issue regarding the existing pedestrian crossing.  At all peak pedestrian traffic times (which coincide with the times at which 
a bus is likely to be using the existing bus stop outside 75 Alberton Ave) there are two teachers from MAGs in charge of controlling students crossing using the pedestrian 
crossing.  The teacher in control of the crossing stands on the school side of Alberton Ave (not the bus stop side) and accordingly has an entirely unimpeded view of both sides of 
Alberton Ave.  There is no prospect of a bus parked outside 75 Alberton Ave blocking that teacher's view of oncoming traffic and accordingly no actual safety, accessibility or 
visibility issue with the current placement of the bus stop.  However, if there is a need for any change to improve accessibility and safety for pedestrians then this could easily be 
achieved by converting some of the carparks on the school side of the road (which immediately precede the existing bus bay) into bus stops.  This would mean children are 
dropped off on the school side of the road and have no need to cross and as there are no residential dwellings would also not impede accessibility or create safety issues for 
others (in relation to which see below).  The space currently proposed for a long bus stop crosses the driveways of multiple residential dwellings.  The gaps between those 
driveways are less than 2 cars long (and in some places only 1 car long), meaning that buses would inevitably block residential driveways.  This creates significant safety and 
accessibility issues.  In particular, we frequently find the buses parked in the existing bus stop outside 69 Alberton Ave do not pull into the bus stop fully and accordingly block our 
driveway.  When asked to pull forward (ie into the front of the bus stop) the bus drivers are rude and aggressive and on most occasions simply refuse to move the bus.  On one 
occasion the driver, when asked to pull forward, attempted to attack my husband with a broom stick.  On another it was necessary to find the Principal of MAGs and get him to 
come and tell the bus driver to pull forward.  This is in a situation where it is clear that the buses are not entitled to block the driveway of the property and accordingly it will only be 
worse if a long bus stop (which apparently would give buses the right to block the access to residential dwellings) were implemented.  Even if a driver were minded to pull forward 
in the proposed bus stop to allow a resident entry or exit from their property, that would most likely be impossible.  This is because buses would park nose to tail (ie without 
significant enough gaps between them to allow a bus in the middle to move enough to allow access to a residential driveway).  This poses significant and very real accessibility 
and safety issues.  For example, any resident attempting to gain access to their property from Alberton Ave would end up blocking the entire traffic flow on Alberton Ave while 
waiting for enough buses to move to allow entry to their driveway.  In addition, when turning into a residential driveway between two buses neither the incoming residential vehicle, 
nor any pedestrians using the footpath, would have any visibility of the other (ie as buses on both sides of the driveway in such close proximity would entirely block visibility).  The 
chances of a pedestrian being hit in this way are very high.  Similarly, attempting to exit a residential driveway between two buses (assuming the buses were even willing and able 
to facilitate that) would result in a high likelihood of accidents with oncoming traffic as visibility both up and down Alberton Ave would be entirely blocked by the close proximity of 
the buses on either side.  (The only reason we are able to safely exit our driveway at present is due to the proximity of the pedestrian crossing, which means there is some 
distance between our driveway and the existing bus stop outside 75 Alberton Ave and the stoppage of traffic which occurs when the pedestrian crossing is operating.)  Each 
dwelling on Alberton Ave which would be affected has school age children.  Accordingly it will be necessary for the occupants to have safe and unimpeded exit and entry to their 
properties between 8 - 9am and 3 - 4pm.  Given that the buses frequently arrive and park in the bus stops well prior to 3pm the prospect of issues arising with the proposal are 
very high.

3-Mar surveymonkey Strongly Oppose I am a resident at number Alberton Ave with others and we all have private vehicles 
which do need parks for them on the roadside. The proposal I see should be on the 
opposite side (school side) for the buses to safely let the school pupils get off the bus to 
school and also pick them up (say hours 8am-9am, 3pm-4pm) and the area should be 
from the speed bump near the swimming pool school side to the existing bus stop for the 
buses. Outside these hours it should be available parking (like Dominion Road). Thank 
you

3-Mar surveymonkey Strongly Oppose We use the parking street for our cars, we simply cannot afford not being able to back in 
the street. I think the other side (school side) can be use for this proposal

3-Mar surveymonkey Strongly Oppose

None

The proposed changes will the see the bus stop be extended over our driveway. These changes will invade the access to our property during peak times both in the morning and 
afternoon. Without access to our property we will have to look for other places to park the cars which will be extremely difficult at peak pick up times around the schools

Extended the bus stops on the other side of the ride if a much better option as there is no 
private property access. Also we are students who need access at all times of day 
includng peak school pick up times

3-Mar surveymonkey Strongly Oppose

3-Mar surveymonkey Strongly Oppose

The removal of the bus stop outside 75 Alberton Ave is the first 
step in the right direction.  However, all the bus stops should 
be relocated to the school side of the road.

The intention of the proposal is to provide safety and accessibility.  The proposal would worsen both safety and accessibility.  There is a far safer alternative that doesn't affect 
accessibility.    The proposal will actually prevent residents from accessing their driveways.  There simply isn't adequate distance between the driveways at 61, 63, 65, 67, and 69 
to accommodate the length of the buses used.  This means the buses will have to block or partially block residents' driveways.  The proposal actually prevents a resident from 
having unencumbered access to their dwelling.      By moving all bus stops to the school side, the need for children to cross the road would reduce significantly.  This would 
improve safety dramatically.    By moving the bus stops to the school side accessibility would also be greatly enhanced.  There are NO resident driveways on the school side and 
there is ample space to provide all the room necessary for buses to operate safely.  There is already a bus bay on the school side and the carparks on its approach could be 
turned into bus stops.  This is the most logical and cost effective way to improve visibility, safety, and accessibility.    

As a resident, I have experienced a bus blocking my driveway on a frequent basis.  On 
one occasion I had to wait half an hour for the driver to return and move their bus.  The 
buses are too large to have towed.  Some, not all, bus drivers can also be extremely surly 
in their willingness to unblock a driveway.  Actually having a bus stop across a resident's 
driveway will only increase this sense of entitlement. The buses arrive in advance of the 
times the bus stops are supposedly in operation so the proposal will most likely impede 
access and egress of one's house for much longer intervals.    If the bus stops remain on 
the current side, any resident's vehicle returning to their house and waiting for a bus to 
unblock a driveway will most likely completely block other road users until the bus has 
moved.    By having a continuous stop, there is likely to be confusion as to the lawfulness 
of a stationary bus.  Surely a resident can't suddenly be prevented from entering or exiting 
their dwelling simply because Auckland Transport refused to use an existing bus bay and 
five or six car parks on the safest side of the street for students to access the bus from!  
This proposal will create issues far worse than the ones it seeks to solve.

8-Mar post Strongly Support as a teacher at this school who is often at the crossing after 
school, I am acutely aware of the traffic chaos at this point. 
Crossing the road from the far side of the school back to the 
school is dangerously impeded by any bus parked at the 
existing bus stop. Crossing alexis avenue is often more 
dangerous than crossing Alberton Avenue

You could reconsider the value of a stop outside my house at  Alberton Ave (jus tto the left of your map) buses wait here, however, before moving further down the road and 
you may wish to retain that facility)

none

3-Mar surveymonkey strongly oppose But nuisance for Mount Albert residents put on the other side of road put on other side of road

3-Mar surveymonkey Strongly Oppose Have it on the other side of the road. It's going to block my driveway and be very annoying.

  21-Mar Post Support Safety of the school students is main factor but also 
better safety for all, public included

We are owners of Alberton Avenue.  We can accommodate the 
hours involved and so can our tennants

School(s)
Local Board via elected member liaison-
Key Stakeholders:  AA     
Key Stakeholders:  NZTA            
National Road Carriers     
NZ Heavy Haulage Association
Emergency services  - Fire
Emergency services  - Ambulance
Police
Police SCOs
Local Board Representative
Business and Community Associations
Other

No. Subdivision / Department Phone Email Date Received Channel Additional Action / Outcome
Asset owner 
Public Transport Operation 24-Dec email, meeting From:

Sent: Monday, 18 January 2016 3:31 p.m.
To:

Subject: Summary of Discussion - St Heliers Bay/ 
West Tamaki, Alberton Ave, Mt Albert Rd. Browns 
Rd, Selwyn/ Buckley/ The Drive

Alberton Avenue bus stop (outside Mt Albert 
Grammar School)
-stop opposite the school - happy with the 
proposed arrangement
-stop outside the school – happy with the road 
marking, however check with school to see if the 
proposed length is sufficient

Parking Design  23-Dec-15 email The bus stop outside MAGS is only used by the 
morning services and the one opposite are servicing 
the afternoon buses. Therefore, the chance of 
buses of the opposite direction waiting at the same 
time should be significantly lowered, except like you 
haved mentioned when there are special services 
for sporting events etc, However, the bus stop 
outside the school is fully recessed so even when 
buese are occupying both stops they shouldn't 
impede traffic significantly.

Parking Enforcement 23-Dec-15 email Thu 18/02/2016 13:13 RC response -Yes the 
operation hours for the new location will remain the 
same

Traffic Operation 
Road Safety
Road Corridor Maintenance
Lighting Contract Engineer
 Community Transport School Co-ordinator
Parks  Rec & Sports (streetscape)
Resource Consenting & Compliance
Transport Strategie and Planning
Building Control Consents Processing
Arborist
Investigation & Design/Urban DesigN
Walking & cycling
Solid Waste Operation 30-Dec-15 email Noted.

Road Corridor Access
Infrastructure Development /Project Manager
Intelligent Traffic Systems (ITS)
PT Network Management
Design Delivery Leader 8-Jan email Noted.
ATOC
Rapid Response 5-Jan email • agree that parking space at the approach will be removed.

• It has been agreed with PT that school bus stop can slightly  
from ATCOP  and that the proposed length is sufficient to 
cater for 3 buses. Further,  school buses generally park close 
up against each other when waiting for students to embark. 
The arrangement of the bus stop has been discussed and 
agreed by PT.
•The formal vehicle crossing for #73 is located adjacent to the 
pram crossing and there is a formal driveway into this 
property. We have checked that this property does not have 
any  special vehicle crossing permit for this property to use 
the pram crossing as an access point. Hence, for vehicles to 
park at the frontage of the house inside the wooden gate would 
most likely to use the pram crossing for access, which they 
should not be doing.  This has been forwarded to the 
Compliance team to be investigated.

Consultation Outome

Letter A - General response to consultees informing outcome of consultation & decision Include attachment
Letter B - Specific response to consultees addressing their concerns and informing outcome of consultation & decision Include attachment

Letter A

All external consultees - with the exception of the following :

All internal consultees - with the exception of the following:

Letter B

The following consultees:

Prepared by:
Approved by:

Feedback/ Comments

 Just to confirm that we have nothing programmed for the area in question.

Name Positon

Plan showing revised design Include attachment

Consultation Closure 
Strategy

Consultation close out documents to include:

Other supporting documents List documents here and include attachment
Consultation close out document to be delivered to:

Summary of Feedback

Consultation Period:

No. of External Consultees:

No. of Internal Departments  Consulted:

Details of Consultation 
Undertaken

No of External Responses Received:

To be completed by the Engineer 

Total of Feedback Received:

External

Internal
Name of Consultee

 Some feedback from AT Metro:

There is no indication in the material supplied how many school services we are trying to accommodate here.  Do we need all this space?  Have we talked to the school around what the actual need is?  Without some more clarity on these matters, it is hard to form an opinion on whether we need to 
take this much kerb space or not.

 Thanks for allowing us to comment on your proposal and I’m sure you will also consult with Mt Albert Grammar when they recommence school in February next year. 

Although, I do support the removal of the temporary bus stop near the intersection of Alexis Ave, I do have some concerns with having two lots of bus stops opposite each other, given this area is often congested during peak drop off and pick up times. Could you ensure the appropriate surveys and 
modelling are done at this location.  Also we received a request from one of the teachers last year to have a separate shuttle or coach parking space set aside for after school periods e.g. 2.30-3.00pm as they advised us  the school have sporting teams go to other schools for sporting events and 
shuttle buses are used to transport their students. Often they will use the current bus stops to pick up students, which adds to the congestion when buses then come along. We suggested the school use their own off-street parking, but they said often the shuttles can’t get out of their gate during peak 
times and is the reason they use on-street. We also suggested they leave earlier to avoid the congestion. We suggest if this issue is raised again by the school, then it should be discussed with Road safety and community transport to see if it’s appropriate to have a space allocated on-street during 
afterschool periods?

Happy to discuss further if required.

 Just one question in the brief it indicates the current bus stops proposed to be moved are only operational between 8-9am & 3-4pm it is not indicated on the drawing are the new locations only going to be the same operational hours? 

 AC Waste Solutions have no objections to this proposal. 

 so I will make comments based on my knowledge of the area, on road safety and on the likely responses of customers to these proposals and its implications on consistency across the AT network.

Having identified that parking on the approach to the zebra crossing is an issue, it appears that AT are proposing to actually create a parking space on the approach. From a Rapid Response point of view, I would struggle to defend the retention of this parking space. I also note that two of the three 
bus stops straddle residential vehicle crossings and the length of bus stop specified in ATCOP (13.5 metres in length) does not match those that it is proposed to be provided.

I note that nothing is proposed to be done on the actual zebra crossing, which is felt to be unsatisfactory from a pedestrian safety and operational point of view, due to the location of vehicle entrance points to residential properties, in particular the vehicle entrances to #71 and #73 Alberton Avenue 
which utilise the pram crossing at the zebra crossing to access off street parking areas. 



Risk Guidance

Action Required 

Clear story telling and scene setting required

Team Leader sign off for all Consultation plans required 

Internal stakeholders may have strong objections

Action Required 
Bus Stop/Shelter outside property/PT Clear story telling and scene setting required

Individual risks require mitigating actions 

Action Required 
Scope to inform rather than consult if decision already taken
Explanation for inform option required

Individual risks require mitigating actions 

Crossing Facilities 

Potential interest/concerns/objections from specific stakeholder groups e.g. Community groups

Cycling
Limiting driveway access
Traffic calming
Community requests -cost, extent of works

Safety Issues vs. perceived safety/efficiency
No feedback from local board key stakeholder

Possibility to increase number of consultees

Consultation plan to be reviewed with Consultation and 
Engagement Lead

Possibility to extend consultation period for specific stakeholder 
groups

Pre-engagement with specific stakeholder groups may be 
required
Engineer engagement with internal stakeholders during Plan may 
be required

Challenging project delivery timescale

Maintenance 

Lack of flexibility relating to standards from external teams 
Political influences/Local Board involvement in any project
Heritage area or rural/scenic area wherever urbanisation may not be accepted (Piha Rd/Waiheke Island)
Bus Stop/Shelter outside property/PT

School Zones/AWS

Amber

Services
Speed management projects/limit change
Perceived safety concerns
Intersection control e.g. roundabout signals
Utilities

Tree removal (e.g. developed area Franklin Rd/Mission Bay)

Change in Engineer ownership of project

RRPM's
Centreline Marking
Limit lines

Red

Cats eye
Water blasting pavement
Projects where residents not directly affected e.g. guardrails, road surfacing 
Community requests - approved

Green Category

Fatal crash recommendations
Positive political influences
Quick wins, small, minor improvements
Shoulder sealing in rural road i.e. self explaining rural roads
Edge marker post

Parking - high profile/lack of flexibility/Business associations/ Local Board/Commercial/business area/high 
parking demand (erg. Mt Eden, Ponsonby)

Environmental Issues
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Area Traffic Operation Road Corridor Maintenance Transport Strategy 

& Planning
Parking Enforcement Arborist Asset Owner PT Operation Lighting Design Community Transport 

School Coordinator
Streetscape Advisor (Parks, Rec & Sports) Resource Consenting & Compliance Building Control 

Consents
Solid Waste Operation Walking & cycling Police Fire Service Emergency Service Key Stakeholders:  AA Key Stakeholders:  NZTA Key Stakeholders:  RTA Investiagation & Design JTOC Road Corridor Access Road Safety Police SCO     Infrastructure 

Development/Project 
Mgr

Heavy Hauglage Intelligent Traffic 
Systems (ITS)

PT Network 
Management

Design Delivery 
Leader 

ATOC

Central Jared Euan Ross Stuart Knarston Zara Walker/ Rick Bidgood/ 
Garry Brown

Howell Davis Siri Rangamuwa & 
Robert 
McSpadden

PTOpsFeedback@au
cklandtransport.govt.
nz.  

Peter Martin & Chris 
Mooney

Alex Elton-Farr (AT) 
<Alex.Elton-
Farr@aucklandtransport.govt.
nz>

grant.muir@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz Aut Karndacharuk:  
auttapone.karndacharuk@aucklandtransport.govt.
nz

Prasad Elangasinghe Warwick Jaine & 
Anthony.Chaney    
@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz

Debbie Lang Todd Moore-Carter  tmd404@po             Roger Callsiter 
(roger.callister@fire.org.nz) 
& 'Quensell, Graeme' 
<Graeme.Quensell@fire.org
.nz>

JohnT@stjohn.org.nz  all ce               Barney Irvine <birvine@aa.co.nz> John Janssen 
(john.janssen@nzta.govt.nz)

Paula Rogers / Executive 
Officer
Paula.Rogers@natroad.co.nz

Brittany Morgan   Matthew.Hoyle@jtoc.govt.nz & 
James.Wickham@JTOC.govt.nz

param.paramalingam@aucklan
dtransport.govt.nz - for all 
projects involving OD and/or 
OW routes

Irene Tse Ian.Bielawa@aucklandtrans    Jonathan Bhana-
Thomson    Chief 
Executive    
nzhha@rtfnz.co.nz   - 
for all projects 
involving OD and/or 
OW routes

Mitchell Tse 
<mitchell.tse@aucklan
dtransort.govt.nz >

steve.wrenn@aucklan
dtransport.govt.nz

Arvind Sima 

<romany.sharobim@au
cklandtransport.govt.nz
>, (Only Signal related 
projects, busy 
intersections)

North Karthi NORTH:  Alan Morris   RODNEY: 
Charlie Prentice

Stuart Knarston Jason.flay@aucklandtransport.goDEV-TAK & HIB&BAYS: 
Benedict.Free (AC)               
KAIPATIKI, UPPER 
HRBR,RODNEY: Eli 
Nathan

Siri Rangamuwa & 
Robert 
McSpadden

PTOpsFeedback@au
cklandtransport.govt.
nz.  

Peter Martin & Chris Alison Johns Martin.vanJaarsveld@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz Mitra Prasad:   
mitra.prasad@aucklandtransport.govt.nz

Richard Ritsma chris.hogg@aucklandcouncil  Ina Stenzel 
<ina.stenzel@auckl
andtransport.govt.n
z >

Brett.campbell-howard@police.g  john.booth@fire.org.nz  douglas.gallagher@stjohn.o  Barney Irvine <birvine@aa.co.nz> John Janssen 
(john.janssen@nzta.govt.nz)

Paula Rogers / Executive 
Officer
Paula.Rogers@natroad.co.nz

Brittany Morgan   Matthew.Hoyle@jtoc.govt.nz & 
James.Wickham@JTOC.govt.nz

<Christopher.glanfield@aucklan
dtransport.govt.nz> -only for 
projects involving OD routes 
(Only for Traffic Islands, Kerb 
Extensions, Roundabouts)

Michael Brown Andrew Maule <andrew.ma Jonathan Bhana-
Thomson    Chief 
Executive    
nzhha@rtfnz.co.nz   - 
for all projects 
involving OD and/or 
OW routes

Mitchell Tse 
<mitchell.tse@aucklan
dtransort.govt.nz >

steve.wrenn@auckland grahame.bell@aucklan <romany.sharobim@au
cklandtransport.govt.nz
>, (Only Signal related 
projects, busy 
intersections)

South Jared HOWICK, MANGERE,  PTOE- 
OTARA, MANUREWA, 
PKURA LB AREA: Peter Scott 
& Scott Jones .  FRANKLIN 
WARD :  Paul Willey . ALL 
STH & EAST: 
Narinder.Bassan@aucklandtran
sport.govt.nz

Stuart Knarston Zara Walker/ Rick Bidgood/ 
Garry Brown /Peter Barfoot

Adrian Lamont Siri Rangamuwa & 
Robert 
McSpadden

PTOpsFeedback@au
cklandtransport.govt.
nz.  

Peter Martin & Chris Alex Elton-Farr (AT) 
<Alex.Elton-
Farr@aucklandtransport.govt.
nz>

Malcolm.Page@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz Minnie Liang 
:Minnie.Liang@aucklandtransport.govt.nz

Mike Davies Warwick Jaine ,James 
Young, Marion Totua 
@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz

Steve Patton Alison.Brand@police.govt.nz Fire 
(andy.clarkson@fire.org.nz)

 
Glenn.Metcalfe@stjohn.org
.nz

Barney Irvine <birvine@aa.co.nz> John Janssen 
(john.janssen@nzta.govt.nz)

Paula Rogers / Executive 
Officer
Paula.Rogers@natroad.co.nz

Brittany Morgan   Matthew.Hoyle@jtoc.govt.nz           
& 
James.Wickham@JTOC.govt.nz

param.paramalingam@aucklan
dtransport.govt.nz - for all 
projects involving OD and/or 
OW routes

Irene Tse  Mangere, Papatoetoe, 
Otahuhu 
=stan.nikoro@police.govt.nz/      
Otara, Howick, Pakuranga, 
Beachlands, Maraetai 
=Keith.Olsen@police.govt.nz  /       
Manurewa  = Sarah.Leyland 
@police.govt.nz  /  Papakura, 
Clevedon,Franklin = 
Anthony.curtain@police.govt.nz 
& Angela Hook

Richard Firth ( South & 
East)

Jonathan Bhana-
Thomson    Chief 
Executive    
nzhha@rtfnz.co.nz   - 
for all projects 
involving OD and/or 
OW routes

Mitchell Tse 
<mitchell.tse@aucklan
dtransort.govt.nz >

steve.wrenn@aucklan
dtransport.govt.nz

Narinder Bassan

<romany.sharobim@au
cklandtransport.govt.nz
>, (Only Signal related 
projects, busy 
intersections)

West Karthi Erle Bencich <Erle. 
Bencich@aucklandtransport.govt.n
z>

Stuart Knarston Colin.Waite@aucklandtransport.gHelen Biffin Siri Rangamuwa & 
Robert 
McSpadden

PTOpsFeedback@au
cklandtransport.govt.
nz.  

Peter Martin & Chris Alison Johns helen.biffin@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz Pragati Vasisht:   
pragati.vasisht@aucklandtransport.govt.nz

Quentin Dagger chris.hogg@aucklandcouncil  Ina Stenzel 
<ina.stenzel@auckl
andtransport.govt.n
z >

Brett.campbell-
howard@police.govt.nz

john.booth@fire.org.nz  douglas.gallagher@stjohn.o  Barney Irvine <birvine@aa.co.nz> John Janssen 
(john.janssen@nzta.govt.nz)

Paula Rogers / Executive 
Officer
Paula.Rogers@natroad.co.nz

Brittany Morgan   Matthew.Hoyle@jtoc.govt.nz & 
James.Wickham@JTOC.govt.nz

<Christopher.glanfield@aucklan
dtransport.govt.nz> -only for 
projects involving OD routes 
(Only for Traffic Islands, Kerb 
Extensions, Roundabouts)

Michael Brown Andrew Maule <andrew.ma Jonathan Bhana-
Thomson    Chief 
Executive    
nzhha@rtfnz.co.nz   - 
for all projects 
involving OD and/or 
OW routes

Mitchell Tse 
<mitchell.tse@aucklan
dtransort.govt.nz >

steve.wrenn@auckland Krishna.parachuri@au
cklandtransport.govt.n
z

<romany.sharobim@au
cklandtransport.govt.nz
> (Only Signal related 
projects, busy 
intersections)

Whau Karthi

Ward Parking Design John McGeorge if the project is in the Franklin area,  Botany, Manukau, Mangere, Mangere Bride= Steve.Waler@stjoh.org.nz   Manurewa, Papkura, Puke, Waiuky = Glenn.Metcalfe   Otahu, Pakuranga, Howick, Panmure = Mark. Deoki
Albany Kelsey Carter and Scott Jones if the project is in Howick, Mangere,  Papatoetoe- Otara, Manurewa, Papakura Local Board areas, 
Albert - Eden - Roskill Loretta Sua-Change   Loretta Chang@aucklandtransport govt nz
Franklin Mohammed Nazimuddin Molla 
Howick Mohammed Nazimuddin Molla 
Manurewa - Papakura Mohammed Nazimuddin Molla 
Manukau Mohammed Nazimuddin Molla 
Maungakiekie -Tamaki David Talapati 
North Shore Kelsey Carter
Orakei David Talapati 
Rodney Kelsey Carter
Waitakere David Talapati 
Waitemata and Gulf Jonathan Levell
Whau Loretta Chang@aucklandtransport govt nz  

Local Board Subdivision Elected Member Liaison ****Local Board Member - attach a letter and feedback form when consulting the elected member liason
Albert - Eden Felicity Merrington Transport Portfolio Lead
Devonport- Takapuna Marilyn Nicholls Transport Portfolio Lead
Franklin Jenni Wild Transport Portfolio Lead
Great Barrier Priscilla Steel Transport Portfolio Lead
Henderson-Massey Owena Schuster Transport Portfolio Lead
Hibiscus and Bays Ellen Barrett Transport Portfolio Lead
Howick Jenni Wild Transport Portfolio Lead
Kaipatiki Marilyn Nicholls Transport Portfolio Lead
Mangere - Otahuhu Felicity Merrington Transport Portfolio Lead
Manurewa Felicity Merrington Transport Portfolio Lead

Maungakiekie - Tamaki Lorna Stewart Transport Portfolio Lead Getrude.Mashingaidze@auckla
ndtransport govt nz

Orakei Melanie Dale@aucklandtransport govt nz Transport Portfolio Lead
Otara - Papatoetoe Melanie Dale@aucklandtransport govt nz Transport Portfolio Lead
Papakura Ben Stallworthy Transport Portfolio Lead
Puketapapa Lorna Stewart Transport Portfolio Lead
Rodney Ellen Barrett Transport Portfolio Lead
Upper Harbour Ivan Trethowen Transport Portfolio Lead
Waiheke Ivan Trethowen Transport Portfolio Lead
Waitakere Ranges Owena Schuster Transport Portfolio Lead
Waitemata Priscilla Steel Transport Portfolio Lead
Whau Owena Schuster Transport Portfolio Lead

Cycle Action Auckland (CAA) 
(For all projects invonving 
cyclists facilities)

Barbara Cuthbert <barbcuth@gmail.com>

Board Area Rapid Response
Maungakiekie - Tamaki Marc Love
Orakei Marc Love
Puketapapa Roger Ward
Gulf Islands Board Engineer 
Albert-Eden Marc Love
Waiheke / Great Barrier Board Engineer 
Waitemata Marc Love
Howick Roger Ward
Franklin Roger Ward
Papakura Roger Ward
Manurewa Roger Ward
Otara - Papatoetoe Roger Ward
Mangere - Otahuhu Roger Ward

mailto:xxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxx.xxxx.xx
mailto:xxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxx.xxxx.xx





